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NO NEED (YET) TO PAY ALL THAT PPV MONEY TO FIND THE NEXT MMA STAR. JUST
CLICK ON YOUTUBE AND CHECK OUT A DADA 5000 PRODUCTION.
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Brawlers come from all over
Florida to fight in DaDa
5000’s backyard bouts.
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my pulse racing. “This video
may contain content that is
inappropriate for some users.”
Inappropriate, you see, is what
I want. I’ve spent the past hour
looking for bloody, primal
fighting, the kind I’m told is lurking on the web
if you know where to search. But like any fight
club worth getting into, it’s not easy to find.
Forget searching for “MMA video.” Neither
“hardcore MMA” nor “backyard MMA” takes
me as low as I want to go either. Then it hits
me. If you’re looking for the next big thing in
the viral underground, where better to head
than the place that launched the last big thing?
It’s been a few years since Kevin Ferguson,
a.k.a. Kimbo Slice, burst onto the national
stage as a YouTube sensation, but his old
crew of “backyard video entrepreneurs” is still
around. And they’re trying to make those
quote marks a thing of the past.

.YoX 8JUYJRGJW N3 Perrine, Fla., a tiny grid
southwest of Miami, and here, in the flesh,
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Depending on your POV, Mom’s
backyard might be an odd location
to build a PPV empire.



stands Dhafir Harris, a 33-year-old onetime
correctional officer with a BA in education
from Barry University. Known as DaDa 5000,
Harris has a thick warrior beard that makes
him look as if he had just arrived on the redeye from Sparta. Think Mr. T without the
gold. DaDa is outside his mom’s house, barking at passersby. “You’re going to see things
you’ve never seen,” he yells. “You’re going to
see grown men cry. This is as real as it gets.”
DaDa believes he has a plan to siphon a
living off the hundreds of millions of dollars
MMA fans spend each year on pay-per-view
buys and tickets to mainstream events run
by the likes of Dana White’s UFC. It starts by
turning Mom’s backyard into a ghetto
Garden, complete with a ring that looks so
flimsy, one good breeze off Biscayne Bay
could topple it. While that might seem a
shoddy base, DaDa’s brand of “underground”
MMA may well be Kimbo Slice 2.0, with
secret locations that aren’t so secret, six-fight
cards later immortalized on DVDs and, most
important, a YouTube audience of a few
hundred thousand who follow DaDa’s every
move. “I seen the steps Kimbo took,” says
DaDa, who spent three years in Slice’s
entourage. “And the ones he didn’t.” DaDa
says Kimbo’s quick exit from the spotlight—
after a 1–2 stretch in pro MMA, he has a
sudden interest in boxing—reflects the
fighter’s forgetting where he came from
during his reach for the stars. “I told him
it’s all happening in the backyard,” DaDa
explains. “This is where the money is. But
he didn’t believe me.”
Such skepticism is understandable. What
DaDa’s business plan is not, at the moment,
is profitable. At the same time simple and

Harris, a.k.a. DaDa 5000, may look
like Mr. T, but his plan is to rule
backyard brawls like Don King.

convoluted, it is built on a warehouse of videos
with names like Facebreaker Live, Fists of
Fury and The Underground Explosion, all
shot on a handheld by various friend-of-afriend locals. Whenever DaDa builds a new
stash of choppy footage, he drives to Miami
Dade College and finds a hungry student
willing to edit it into a highlight reel,
music soundtrack included. What ends up
posted online isn’t really sport. It’s more like
a mash-up of backyard violence. “I got jaws
broken, eardrums punctured, heads busted
open,” brags DaDa. He figures he can capitalize on the mainstream tilt of the UFC by
luring viewers who still want to see the
hardest-core knuckleheads go at it. As one
DaDa fighter says, “This is distilled. No time
limits, no judges, no blood tests. You don’t
know who might have AIDS or some disease. There’s only a winner.”
The videos are legitimately gruesome. In
fact, DaDa’s version of mixed martial arts is so
ugly that Thomas Molloy, executive director
of the Florida State Boxing Commission, has
had the promoter on Google alert for years. “If
someone gets killed, what is he going to do?”
Molloy asks. “Is someone going to jail for it? I
don’t think so. Who knows what happens?”
Molloy, though, can’t do much. Florida, like
a handful of other states, has made unsanctioned MMA illegal. But the last-minute
nature of the underground makes police
raids almost impossible. In New York, another
state where it’s banned, the Underground
Combat League has been thriving for years
out of undisclosed locations.
Meanwhile, in California—where pro MMA
is legal but unsanctioned MMA is illegal—a
company called Felony Fights promotes an



Admission and fighter qualifications
are a lot like underground MMA fights
in general: open to all comers.
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even harsher level of underground action,
with matches that often feature ex-cons in
gory punchfests. Don’t bother looking on
Netflix or at Blockbuster for Felony Fights—
they’re sold at small movie shops, with titles
like Sick & Twisted Games and Bloodiest
Battles, and on the edges of the Internet at
fight sites that collect all of the “best” street
brawls. Mind you, these online fight clubs
aren’t about finding the next big thing. Their
mystique depends on delivering something
fans can’t see in respectable rings—the naked,
existential hope of the blood-caked everyman.
That’s DaDa’s angle too, although his marketing campaign is as sketchy as the rest of
his operation. He promotes his product by
giving tapes to bootleggers—the types who
pirate Hollywood movies—who sell copies at
flea markets across the South. His goal is to
stoke a wide, grassroots following and steer it
toward YouTube because someday those
throngs will be the rabid clientele of his
yet-to-launch pay-per-view site.
While that may seem a little optimistic,
consider the experience of noted documentary
filmmaker Billy Corben. After hearing about
DaDa’s exploits, he showed up at an event last
January with a 20-person crew, nine cameras
and a crane for aerial shots. “I’ve gotten blood
on my face, my lens, my hands, my shirt and
my legs,” says Corben. The YouTube post of
Corben’s highlight reel from DaDa’s bouts
drew 250,000 views, enough to get him a deal
to follow and film DaDa for a year. He expects
the nearly completed project to be released
in 2011. “DaDa is the king of the backyard,”
Corben says.
Rene Martinez can second that notion. In
the mid-2000s he was a heavily tattooed
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A 179th Street purse splits 3 to 1:
$300 for the winner, $100 for
the vanquished.

member of a Latin gang syndicate in Miami
when he saw Kimbo brawling online. Confident he could do it too, he lobbied Slice’s
camp for a shot. Within weeks, Martinez
had debuted against an opponent named
Karate Man. One seven-second KO later,
Martinez was a YouTube sensation, with
120,000 views. He has since adopted the
nickname Level, and in gritty videos on the
Net, he talks about gang life,
displays his gun collection
and performs a popular
gangsta rap. A clip to promote his July 4, 2009, main
event features Martinez
vamping OG-style in a
rickety ring, over which
DaDa’s address is superimposed. “Y’all come check
it out, 10421 SW 179th
Street,” he says. “Come see
me get down, baby, and
bust some heads.” After
seven straight wins with
DaDa, Level had enough local buzz to sign a
pro deal. “They stepped to me because of the
YouTube videos,” he says.
Of course, now that Martinez is legit, with a
3–0–1 record in MMA, a dedicated YouTube
channel and Facebook fan page, Level hasn’t
returned to DaDa’s backyard. Sound familiar?

)F)F PST\X YMTZLM, that even minus a
graduated star his fights will go on. At his
show in early September, he banks a $2,000
gate ($20 a head), which will help him stay
afloat as he builds toward that big online PPV
launch, sometime in the next year. As two
lightweights climb through the ring’s sagging



Most fights last a little more than a
minute. But the frenetic brawls leave
most competitors thirsty for more.

caution tape, DaDa’s DJ encourages both to
antagonize the crowd. “Don’t be afraid to hype
’em up,” he says. The bout is typical underground MMA—violent and short—the men
tumbling out of the ring twice before the ref
(DaDa) restarts them in the middle.
After it’s over, the winner spits out his
mouthpiece. The purse is soon split: $300 for
kicking ass; $100 for getting it kicked.

When DaDa’s done in
postproduction, his
mom’s backyard goes
up on YouTube. To see
some of his greatest
bare-knuckle hits,
search for “DaDa 5000
exclusive”—as seen to
the left—or the
always-fruitful “DaDa
5000 brawl.”

When the card concludes, DaDa is giddy. His
mom’s backyard is packed and his YouTube
following is growing. All of it suggests 179th
Street has real underground cred. “The fans
come out because, hey, the next great fighter
may just come from the backyard,” he says,
already thinking about how he’ll use this new
video to generate more hits, more interest.
Then he’ll pick a date for his next show and
start to leak it by word of mouth again. This
one, he promises, will be a full-blown carnival.
He may even stream it live for a modest fee.
After all, he’s got something new to offer:
“We’ll have our first female fight.”
Coming soon to a screen near you.



DaDa, who once entouraged Kimbo
Slice, does triple-duty as promoter,
ring announcer and ref.

